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Abstract. Four concepts stand out in the current landscape of modern industrial 
production. The product life cycle, sustainability, Industry 4.0 and semantic in-
teroperability. The article will be focused on creating a link between the four and 
expresses the strong causal relationship between them in order to optimise pro-
duction processes. To that point, a 3D model will be developed to bridge sustain-
ability and product life cycle inside an organization. Then, knowledge formalisa-
tion techniques will be discussed for constructing a mutual understanding of the 
semantics in the context on Industry 4.0 throughout the developed model. 
Keywords: Product Life Cycle, Semantic Interoperability, Knowledge Formali-
zation, Big Data, Data Mining, Sustainability models, Industry 4.0. 

1 Introduction 

The concept of the Product Life Cycle (PLC) has been introduced since the 1950s[1], 
and it is a biological metaphor that describes every phase a product goes through, from 
the first initial requirement until it is retired and disposed.  

Product lifecycle management (PLM) expresses the engineering point of view of 
product life-cycle concept and integrates the aspects of people, processes, and data to 
manage the entire life cycle of the product. It is also defined as a set of capabilities that 
enable an enterprise to effectively and efficiently innovate and manage its product and 
related service throughout the entire Product lifecycle (PLC) [1]. PLM offers a shared 
platform through which the process of capturing, representing, retrieving and reusing 
knowledge is supported to collate various enterprise system at each stage of PLC. The 
knowledge concerning a product along its life cycle, which is named as PLC-related 
knowledge, has become one of the essential concepts in a PLM solution[2]. Therefore, 
abilities like knowledge discovery, data cleansing and inferencing must be inactivated 
through the PLM solutions to exchange information, data and knowledge in a mean-
ingful way. 

 knowledge brings to its owner the capability of grasping the meaning (Semantics) 
from the received information. Semantic interoperability is the ability to ensure that the 
exchanged information has got the same meaning considering the point of view of both 
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the sender and the receiver[3]. In order to have a more connected and thus sustainable 
organization, the systems inside have to work together on the exchanged information 
and take decisions based on this information. They have different procedures, back-
grounds, unique knowledge, particular needs and specific practices, which increase the 
difficulty to achieve the semantic interoperability[4]. The same problem goes for PLM, 
as its stakeholders, who operate on the information systems, have different traits which 
itself increases the difficulty to achieve semantic interoperability. This situation inter-
feres in achieving a mutual understanding between all the systems, and so does in the 
cooperation across the enterprises. To overcome the obstacle, the implicit knowledge 
should be brought to the surface and be formalized explicitly with the help of 
knowledge formalization techniques so that it is mutually and semantically understood 
by all parties. This way semantic interoperability and consequently cooperation can be 
achieved inter and intra systems in an organization and throughout PLC. Putting alto-
gether, the present study will be mainly focused on the issue of mutual understanding 
of the semantics for supporting knowledge management in the context of PLC inside 
an organization through modelling and knowledge formalisation techniques, all aiming 
at achieving sustainability inside an organization.  

2 Product life cycle and sustainability 

PLM evolves around data visualization and transformation, a context in which ICT (In-
formation and Communication Technology) plays an important role. Together with 
ICT, there are two other important levels that establish PLM: Process and Methodol-
ogy. The former points at the data flow among the actors/resources while the latter is 
practice and techniques adopted along the processes, using and generating product data 

[8]. The three elements move through the life cycle of the product to reach a better con-
nectedness in all the stages (see Fig.1). 

 
Fig. 1. PLM and its elements [inspired by [8]] 
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Enterprises are forced by several increasing challenges such as resource depletion, eco-
nomic stagnation, human being pursuing higher life quality and stricter regulations and 
banning policies. Sustainability has intended to empower the companies to cope with 
such challenges and guide them to stand out in the competitive market today. Due to 
[3], there are main aspects to be considered in terms of sustainability to help enterprises 
cope with the challenges they are faced. The study shows that, sustainability should be 
looked at in a holistic way inside the enterprise and the big picture must be considered 
to avoid ad hoc solutions. The Triple Bottom Line (TBL: economic, environment and 
social) must be considered at the three associated levels that matter in an enterprise 
namely product, process and system. In addition to that, no product life cycle stage is 
excluded from sustainability concerns, therefore another aspect would be to visualize 
and standardize the relationships and links between activities needs to be performed 
throughout the life of a product. 

The closed loop life cycle of the product consists of four main stages: Pre-manufac-
turing, Manufacturing, Use and Post-use. In addition, attempts to close the material 
loop and to transform the life cycle have been made to support product and material 
reutilization and product end-of-life management. Many works like[5] accomplished 
the task by using 3R (Reduce, Reuse and Recycle) or the 6R (Reduce, Reuse, Recover, 
Redesign, Remanufacture and Recycle) throughout the manufacturing cycle and the 
product life cycle. On the other hand, based on the analysis [5] and [6] made, the con-
cept “6R” was announced as the one factor that plays the most important role in reach-
ing environmental sustainability, and the one with the highest influential level in sus-
tainable manufacturing respectively. Therefore, to understand thoroughly the content 
of sustainability of a product, it is necessary to have a total analysis of the life cycle of 
the product and it’s imperative to have all the 4 stages plus the 6R in any new evolu-
tionary sustainability methods [7]. 

3 The Life Cycle and Industry 4.0 issue of the semantic 
interoperability 

PLC can be classified into five main phases[6] from production point of view (shown 
in the Fig.2): (1) Imagination phase, in which, a product only exists as an idea in hu-
man’s mind; (2) Definition phase, in which, the idea of product is formulated by various 
kinds of description; (3) Realization phase, in which, an actual product is manufactured 
following the description;(4) Using and Supporting phase, in which, a product is used 
by a customer and benefits the supports from the enterprise; (5) Retiring and Disposing 
of phase, in which, a product is no longer used by a customer and needs to be recycled 
or disposed of. In fact, this categorization is at a high abstraction level. Actual PLC 
models are always represented in a more complete way through extending more details 
in one or several of these phases. The Computer Aided Design systems appears in the 
early 1980s, along with its evolution, the problems of locating the required data and 
losing control of change process associated with these data become increasingly in-
tense[7]. The needs of easy, quick and secure access to valid data during the product 
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design phase became the primary motivation to the development of a Product Data 
Management (PDM) solution[8]. 

 
Fig. 2. Product Life Cycle [3] 

However, due to the limited scope and the initial design of PDM solution, it is usually 
restricted to handling the product data in the engineering domain, but it remains inade-
quate with the non-engineering data, such as sales, planning, after sale services and so 
on. To be more specific, unlike the comprehensive supports to Computer Aided Design 
(CAD), Computer Aided Engineering (CAE), Computer Aided Process Planning 
(CAPP) and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM), PDM solutions cannot provide 
all the necessary supports to Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Supply Chain Man-
agement (SCM) and Customer Relationship Management (CRM).   

In order to further extend the functionalities of a PDM solution and to fill the gap 
between the PDM proposal and the enterprise business activities, during the 1990s, the 
concept of Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) is proposed. Different from a PDM 
solution that only focuses on managing product data, a PLM solution focuses on man-
aging all the PLC-related knowledge throughout the different phases of the PLC [9]. It 
aims at providing a shared platform for facilitating the process of capturing, represent-
ing, organizing, retrieving and reusing the knowledge concerning the related product in 
or across enterprises, and to provide the integration strategies and technological sup-
ports to bring together all existing enterprise systems that dealt with the product [10].  

More and more enterprises adopted the PLM solutions and discovered the benefits 
for their complex engineered products in the last decade. According to the market re-
search in IT enterprises, PLM became one of the fastest growing markets and the total 
revenues of PLM in 2006 is projected to increase by＄5.5 billion compared with the 
corresponding period in 2001[8]. Presently, an increasing number of commercial PLM 
solutions have been developed, for example, to mention only a few, Agilie PLM solu-
tions, Siemens PLM Software, Arena PLM solution, SAP PLM, PTC Windchill. Based 
on their functions, the existing PLM solutions can be classified into three groups [11]: 
(1) Information management, which provides methods to identify, structure, store, re-
trieve and share product, process and project-related data. (2) Process management, 
which provides methods for modelling and operating formal and semi-formal pro-
cesses. (3) Application integration, which defines and manages the interfaces between 
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the PLM platform and the variety of enterprise systems (such as CAD, CAM, CAE, 
ERP, MES, CRM, etc.).  

Though, all existing PLM solutions try to propose an efficient and powerful collab-
oration environment for the variety of enterprise systems, they are still obstructed by 
various kinds of issues. From the collaboration point of view, due to multiplicity of 
formats, standards and versions, [10] considered the information sharing and exchange 
as one of the main challenges in PLM. From the implementation point of view, CIM 
data concluded that the cost, the quality, the time-to-market and the innovation are the 
four main challenges for a PLM solution[7]. Hewett indicated six main directions for 
improving the current PLM solutions: data exchange, design collaboration, enterprise-
centric view, scale to reality, standard and technique for engineering processes, infor-
mation and knowledge representation[12]. Among all these issues, one of the main 
drawbacks of existing solutions draws our attention: they are mainly focusing on deal-
ing with the syntax but rarely the semantics of the objects that are produced, trans-
formed, exchanged during the PLC. One of the first purpose of this research is to pro-
pose a way for assisting the mutual understanding of the semantics that embedded in-
side the shared and exchanged objects for further supporting the knowledge manage-
ment processes in the context of PLC. 

Industry 4.0 reflects a combination of digital and manufacturing technologies, Spe-
cifically the new technological transformation embraces technological advances that 
concern the production process (i.e., advanced manufacturing systems, autonomous ro-
bots, additive manufacturing), the use of smart products and/or data tools and analytics 
[13]. The increasing multiplication and complexity of the information necessary for the 
management of production processes pushes to the structuring of knowledge to accel-
erate its passage and optimize the interoperability of systems. In Fig.3 we can see all 
the different steps where the implicit knowledge of the systems is a brake to the 
knowledge passage itself between the various systems. 

In the face of this new epochal change, two characterizations were highlighted:  

• The importance of knowledge as a means of development and evolution. The infor-
mation needed to manage production processes is increasingly numerous, more 
heterogeneous, more volatile and more distributed. This implies the use of business 
information systems increasingly linked to real processes in a continuous way in 
order to retrieve and process data, contextualize them into information and apply 
knowledge to improve performance. 

• The key role that some technologies, such as cyber-physical systems, are playing in 
the restructuring of dominant roles in society. 
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Fig. 3. Implicit semantics and semantic interoperability problem[3]  

The exploitation of the knowledge accumulated in the various systems involves two 
different issues. The first is the need to model systems so that they can semantically 
interoperate without problems of meaning. The second is to highlight methods to for-
malize and extract knowledge from all systems that are part of the value creation chain. 

The two issues are discussed in the following: 

3.1 Modelling 

Due to the aforementioned, connectedness and interoperability in terms of data, mean-
ing and process between life cycle stages is prominent to characterize sustainability. 
Otherwise, information from not connected parts can be lost and knowledge cannot be 
formalized correctly. Therefore, there would be the risk to have missed or incomplete 
knowledge and the process of knowledge formalization gets into a repeated loop which 
can be both time and resource consuming. That itself misleads the enterprise form the 
context of sustainability, the very first goal all the attempts were put for. 

To cover the discussed issues above, a 3D model (see Fig.4) is introduced here to 
make help reach sustainability in an organization. The reference model aims at sustain-
ability in diverse aspects in a holistic view. It combines the functional level inside the 
enterprise with the life cycle of the product in line with the TBL. The reference model 
maximum traceability of information is provided as it clarifies description, implemen-
tation and accessibility to sustainability in each intersection of dimensions inside the 
model. It looks at the big picture while it maintains the awareness of the interconnect-
edness of the components of the picture; its combination of hierarchical level inside an 
enterprise (product, process and system) with the life cycle of the product (pre-manu-
facturing, manufacturing, use and post-use) for the three main dimensions of sustaina-
bility (economic, social and environmental). In addition, and due to the derived essence 
of sustainability, the 6R concept (Redesign, Remanufacture, Reuse, Recover, Recycle 
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and Reduce) will be considered inside the life cycle of the product at the “post-use” 
stage. 

  
Fig. 4. 3D model for sustainability in an enterprise [14] 

To employ sustainability in the context of life cycle, all activities belonging to the life 
cycle of the product should be optimized to reach an efficient management of infor-
mation and process. As mentioned before, the lifecycle sustainability approach, means 
to deal with product or service evaluation from material extraction (pre manufacturing) 
to manufacturing and use and ends it by recycle in post use stage. Going through all the 
stages, information is generated and needs to be analysed and formalized to create 
knowledge. 

3.2 Knowledge formalization 

As already has been discussed above, Cooperation is achieved inside an information 
system if the information is physically exchanged, is understood and is used for the 
purpose for which it has been produced. Therefore, an obstacle towards having the sys-
tems cooperate to reach sustainability inside the model described in Fig 4, is the seman-
tic interoperability [15]issue. To overcome that, two important obstacles are on the way: 

• The implicit semantics that is necessary for understanding a knowledge representa-
tion that is not made explicit. 

• The lack of mechanisms to verify the correctness of explicit semantics in the ex-
changed knowledge representation. 

A mutual understanding of the semantics inside the shared and exchanged knowledge 
representations is the cornerstone in the quest for semantic interoperability. To achieve 
this goal is crucial to formalize the knowledge exchanged between the systems inside 
the organization. This way, semantic explication of the exchanged knowledge is repre-
sented and is mutually understood while cooperation. 
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Formal concept analysis (FCA) [16] has been proven as a versatile framework for 
Knowledge discovery from data (KDD)[17] in many practical applications[18]. It ex-
tracts knowledge as a compact set of association rules. Relational concept analysis 
(RCA)[19] is MRDM extension of FCA. However, straightforwardly defined relational 
association rules may easily contain circular references or references from conclusion 
to premise, thus preventing a meaningful interpretation. FCA[16] is an algebraic ap-
proach for eliciting the conceptual structure of a dataset. Input data format is a triple K 
= (O, A, I) called a (formal) context. O is a set of objects, A is a set of attributes and I 
⊆ O × A an incidence relation listing valid pairs (o, a) (object o has the attribute a). 
FCA reveals all pairs of sets (X, Y) ∈ ℘(O) × ℘(A) strongly correlated, meaning that 
all objects having the attributes in Y are in X and vice-versa. Such pair is a (formal) 
concepts with an extent X and intent Y. Relational concept analysis assumes datasets 
are made of several contexts, one per type of object, and context-to-context relations. 
Any relational intent can be described with only non-relational attributes. Such expan-
sion avoids circular dependencies, even if one may exist between full intents. 

4 Conclusion 

The product life cycle is one of the pillars of modern industry. The advent of the indus-
try 4.0 paradigm has introduced the possibility of using data, information and above all 
knowledge to optimize production and introduce the concept of sustainability in an ex-
tremely important way. These three concepts are made cohesive by a fourth and central 
concept which is semantic interoperability. In this article, the strong link between these 
four concepts is highlighted, through a developed model and knowledge formalization 
inside the model to reach semantic interoperability. This way, semantic explication of 
the exchanged knowledge throughout PLC is represented in forms of lattices and is 
mutually understood while all defined dimension of the model will cooperate inside the 
organization. Accordingly, the link among the four concept is quantified by the help of 
clustering techniques as FCA in order to create an automated process for structuring 
automated industrial production. 
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